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PPD Selects Compliancy Software’s ICM to Automate Their Sarbanes-Oxley and
Financial Processes
March 28, 2007 -- Compliancy Software, provider of next generation solutions for automating business
processes for risk management and compliance regulations was selected by PPD, a North Carolina
based contract research company for pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device, academic and
government organizations, to automate its Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) and general financial processes.
PPD is a leading global contract research organization providing discovery, development and postapproval services to maximize returns on R&D investments and accelerate the delivery of safe and
effective therapeutics to patients.
PPD selected Compliancy Internal Control Management (ICM) software because they wanted a single
solution that was easier, more cost effective, and with the flexibility to start with their SOX processes
and then extend to general business processes and future compliance and risk management
requirements.
“The combination of Compliancy’s template and forms driven ease of use, flexibility and Business
Process Management (BPM) automation capabilities were ideal to for PPD to most effectively meet all
their needs today and in the future with a single solution,” said Mark Shaw, President and co-founder
of Compliancy Software.
Compliancy’s ICM is an integrated BPM-based solution for automating any risk, compliance or general
business process. ICM is unique in providing all these capabilities in a single, integrated platform as
well as advanced capabilities such as continuous control monitoring and its unique Individualized Task
Routing TM (ITR) capabilities so that task owners only deal with their specific tasks thus eliminating
access to complex systems and significantly reducing training and support costs.
About Compliancy Software
Compliancy Software offers a next generation, BPM-based solution for automating and managing
business processes for COSO based Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and compliance
requirements such as Sarbanes-Oxley. Compliancy solutions enable a future-proof investment that
more effectively reduces costs with its unique Individualized Task Routing (ITR), optimized
automation, and integrated roles driven interfaces for greater ease of use and lower training and
support costs. Visit us at www.compliancysoftware.com.
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